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Test of the Symmetrization Postulate for Spin-0 Particles
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(Received 19 October 1995)

We investigated the spectrum of the16O2 molecule by high-sensitivity laser spectroscopy and
searched for transitions involving states which are antisymmetric under the exchange of the nuclei.
These states are forbidden by the symmetrization postulate of quantum mechanics. This is the first
reported experiment to test the symmetrization postulate for integer-spin particles to high precision.
Our data set an upper limit of5 3 1027 to a possible violation of this postulate.

PACS numbers: 05.30.Jp, 31.30.Gs, 33.20.–t, 42.62.Fi
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Our understanding of the properties of the syste
containing identical particles is based on a postulate
quantum mechanics, namely, the symmetrization postu
(SP). According to this postulate, in a system contain
identical particles the only possible states are either
symmetrical or all antisymmetrical with respect to perm
tations of the labels of the particles. In the first case
particles are called bosons; in the second case they
called fermions. Different statistical properties result
the two cases from the postulate. Bosons follow Bo
Einstein statistics; fermions obey Fermi-Dirac statisti
Experiments indicate that particles with half-integer v
ues of spin are fermions, while particles with integer sp
are bosons. The reason why only symmetric and antis
metric states seem to occur in nature and the connec
with the spin of the particles has been a puzzle since
early days of quantum mechanics [1].

In fact, quantum mechanics would also allow symm
tries different from those allowed by the SP, and theor
have been studied allowing also for small deviations fr
conventional statistics which might have been masked
the experiments performed so far. The first attempts to
beyond Bose and Fermi statistics were made in [2] and
Recently, theories have been developed in which Fe
and Bose statistics can be violated by a small amount.
approach uses trilinear commutation relations [4–11]
stead of the usual bilinear Bose and Fermi commuta
relations. Another approach uses deformed bilinear c
mutation relations [12–16]. Statistics other than Fer
and Bose have also been investigated for one- and t
dimensional systems [17] and in connection with any
high-temperature superconducting systems [18].

A few experiments have been performed [19] which t
with high accuracy the validity of the SP. In particular,
high precision test on electrons was performed by Ra
berg and Snow [20] by introducing electrons into a cop
sample and searching for x-ray emission accompany
transitions to the1S state of the copper atom, which
already filled with two electrons. A lower-precision spe
troscopic test was performed recently on helium [21]
simple two-fermion system, searching for a line involvin
the permutation symmetric1s2s 1S0 state. These experi
0 0031-9007y96y76(16)y2840(4)$10.00
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ments concerned only fermions, that is, the validity of t
Pauli exclusion principle (PEP). No accurate test of t
SP for integer-spin particles had been reported so far.
[19], a bound to a possible violation of the generaliz
Bose statistics for pions was inferred assuming that
KL ! p1p2 decay comes from such a violation. Th
implications of possible deviations of photons from Bo
statistics have also been investigated [22–24]. The lack
precise tests of the SP for integer-spin particles is due
the fact that, while there are several systems in which a v
lation of the PEP would be detected as a signal on a z
background, the effects of a small violation for particle
following Bose-Einstein statistics would usually manife
themselves as a small change in the properties of a ma
particle system. This obviously limits the achievable a
curacy. The system we studied in this work represent
rare case in which a violation of the SP for integer-sp
particles would be detected on a virtually zero backgrou
with a sensitivity comparable to the one achieved in t
experiments on fermions. We investigated the spectr
of the 16O2 molecule and searched for transitions betwe
states which are antisymmetric under the exchange of
two nuclei. If the nuclei are bosons, such states violate
SP. The basic idea of this experiment is therefore ana
gous to the one underlying the experiment on electrons
the helium atom reported in [21]. The possibility of suc
a test was discussed in [25]. A similar experiment on d
ferent molecules had been proposed in [26].

According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation a
neglecting the coupling of the nuclear spin with the rest
the molecule (which is not important for the experime
proposed here since the spin of16O nucleus is zero), the
total wave functionct can be written in the form

ct  cecycrcn , (1)

wherece, cy , andcr are the electronic, vibrational, an
rotational functions, respectively, andcn is the nuclear
spin function. According to the SP, if the nuclei are boso
the total wave functionct must be symmetric in the ex-
change of two nuclei. The16O2 molecule represents a par
ticularly simple case because the nuclear spin of16O is zero
andcn is therefore obviously symmetric. The vibrationa
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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wave functioncy is also unaltered in the exchange of th
nuclei because it depends only on the magnitude of the
ternuclear distance. Since the total wave functionct must
be symmetric, only the states corresponding to even (o
rotational quantum numbers are allowed ifce is symmet-
ric (antisymmetric) [27]. In Fig. 1, a simplified schem
is shown of the levels of the16O2 molecule of relevance
in this work. The ground state is a3S2

g state, which is
antisymmetric under the exchange of the two nuclei. T
rotational states corresponding to even values of the ro
tional numberK are therefore forbidden. Indeed, since th
early work on16O2 spectra [28] it was observed that alte
nate lines are missing. This was recognized [29] as
effect of the SP for identical spin-0 nuclei. On the oth
hand, a violation of the SP would also allow states corr
sponding to even rotational numbers. Searching for tra
sitions involving these states corresponds then to search
for violations of the SP. This is indeed the principle of th
experiment reported here. In fact, the interpretation of th
experiment, as of the previous experiments on fermions
not obvious. As was pointed out in [30], in the frame
work of ordinary quantum mechanics transitions betwe
states of different permutation symmetry cannot take pla
This is a perfectly rigorous selection rule holding also
the presence of perturbations such as collisions or exte
fields. It is not possible then to consider states given
a coherent superposition of states of different permutat
symmetry. The system must be described as an incoh
ent mixture which is represented by a density matrix. F
small violations of Bose statistics, the two-particle dens
matrix is

r2  s1 2
1
2 b2drs 1

1
2 b2ra , (2)

FIG. 1. Partial scheme of the energy levels and the magne
dipole transitions of16O2 of relevance in this work. There is an
RR branch (DJ  11, DK  11), a PP branch (DJ  21,
DK  21), an RQ branch (DJ  0, DK  11) and a PQ
branch (DJ  0, DK  21). The observed transitions (full
line in the figure) start from the odd-K rotational levels of the
electronic ground state, which are symmetric with respect to
exchange of the nuclei. We searched for transitions (indica
by broken lines) starting from the SP-violating even number
levels.
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whererssad is the symmetric (antisymmetric) two-particl
density matrix. Using the notation adopted in previo
papers [9,19], we callb2y2 the probability that a pair of
identical particles is in the “wrong” symmetry state.
this sense, the purpose of this experiment is to measur
to bound the relative abundance of SP-violating molecu
Our choice of the oxygen molecule was motivated by t
simplicity of this system which makes the interpretatio
of the results easier. A similar experiment can also
performed on different molecules, not necessarily diatom
molecules, containing identical spin-0 nuclei. We inves
gated the 0-0 band of theX3S2

g ! b1S1
g system of16O2

spectra around 762 nm. The observed transitions in
region are weak magnetic-dipole transitions with an a
sorption coefficient of1026 cm21. However, the lines are
narrow and well isolated, and high-sensitivity laser sp
troscopy detection methods can be used.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus used in this
periment is shown in Fig. 2. The laser source was
distributed-feedback (DFB) diode laser emitting 5 mW c
in a single mode. The emission wavelength could be v
ied between 760 and 762 nm by changing the tempe
ture of the laser. The laser was temperature stabili
and driven by a low-noise current supply. The emiss
linewidth was about 20 MHz. The light passed throu
an optical isolator and beam-forming optics to correct t
astigmatism and the asymmetry of the laser spatial mo
A part of the light was sent to a 7-digit wavelength met
and to a temperature-stabilized Fabry-Pérot interferom
which provided a stable frequency marker. The abso
tion cell was a White-type multipass cell. The absor
tion path was 100 m. A 10 cm focal-length lens focus
the laser light emerging from the cell into a Si photodio
preamplifier. In this experiment, we used a low-frequen

FIG. 2. Scheme of the apparatus used in this work for hig
sensitivity laser spectroscopy of O2. OI: optical isolator, BSO:
beam-shaping optics, HWP: half-wave plate, PC: polariz
cube, PD: photodetector, and FPI: Fabry-Pérot interferomete
2841
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wavelength-modulation detection technique. The laser f
quency was modulated at a frequencyf  40 kHz by
adding a modulation to the bias injection current of th
diode. The output of the photodetector was sent to a loc
in amplifier and demodulated at a frequency of2f in order
to increase the detection sensitivity and to reduce a ba
ground signal due to the change of the laser intensity dur
the frequency scan. Optimum2f signals were recorded
with a modulation index of 1.75. The output signal of th
lock-in was sent to a digital oscilloscope and to a person
computer for the data acquisition. In order to improve th
signal-to-noise ratio, we averaged over several scans of
laser frequency. During the data acquisition, the laser f
quency was monitored using the Fabry-Pérot interferom
ter. The change of the laser frequency was measured
be less than 20 MHz in a time of 100 s.

As already mentioned, the transitions we considered
a reference are weak magnetic-dipole transitions. T
sensitivity achieved with the apparatus described abo
was high enough to observe, in addition to the lines
16O2, also those of the16O18O and 16O17O molecules,
with a total pressure in the cell as low as a few mba
Figure 3 shows, for example, the signal recorded for t
RQs1d andRRs2d line of 16O18O and16O17O, respectively,
in a natural abundance sample with a total pressure
the cell of 20 Torr. Historically, the detection of thes
weak lines in the atmospheric oxygen spectra led to t
identification of the 18O and 17O isotopes of oxygen
[28,31]. Because of the small natural abundance of the
isotopes (18O  0.2%,17 O  0.04%), their weak lines
provided an accurate test of the sensitivity of the apparat

The purpose of this work was to set an upper limit t
the intensity of possible absorption lines starting from th
wrong permutation antisymmetric states, with respect
the intensity of the normal transitions of16O2 involving

FIG. 3. Example of the detection of rare isotopes of oxyge
with the apparatus used in this work. The signals show
correspond to theRRs2d line of 16O17O and to theRQs1d line of
16O18O as observed in a natural abundance sample with a to
pressure of 20 Torr in the cell.
2842
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symmetric states. The expected position of the transitio
was calculated, with an uncertainty of less than 300 MH
using the data available in the literature for the releva
molecular parameters [32]. In this work, we searched
the following transitions:RRs2d at 761.6740 nm,RQs2d
at 761.5626 nm,RRs4d at 761.3891 nm (vacuum wave
lengths). Figure 4(a) shows the signal recorded as the la
frequency was scanned across the expected position (i
cated by the arrow) of the missingRRs4d line. The total
O2 pressure in the cell was 200 Torr. The lock-in tim
constant was 100 ms, and we averaged over 10 freque
scans. In Fig. 4(b), the absorption signal for the observ
RRs3d line of 16O2 is shown for comparison, recorded in
single scan with a lock-in time constant of 1 ms. In th
case, the pressure in the cell was reduced to 5 Torr in or
to avoid a broadening of the line due to the optical dep
of the sample. The laser modulation width was adjus
in order to keep the same value of modulation index.
Fig. 4(a) the vertical scale was expanded by a factor of104

with respect to Fig. 4(b). The noise observed in Fig. 4
is due to the laser intensity noise and to small interferen
fringes caused by the residual reflectivity of the AR-coat
optical components. The spectra recorded in this wo
showed no evidence of anomalous lines. By compar
the noise level with the intensity of the observed lines,
upper limit can then be deduced for the intensity of possi
SP-violating lines with respect to the intensity of observ
lines. After scaling the recorded signals for the differe
values of the pressure in the cell, and taking into acco
the correction due to the pressure broadening of the lin

FIG. 4. (a) The2f absorption signal recorded as the las
frequency was scanned over the region (indicated by the arr
where the RRs4d SP-violating line would be observed (O2
pressureP  200 Torr). (b) Signal corresponding to theRRs3d
transition of16O2 (P  5 Torr). The vertical scale in (a) was
expanded by a factor of104 with respect to (b).
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we deduce an upper limit ofb2y2 # s5 6 2d 3 1027 on
a possible violation of the SP in this system. This can
considered the most stringent test of the SP for integer-
particles reported so far. Reinterpreting the previous d
on O2 spectra as a test of the SP, the present result re
sents an improvement of at least 2 orders of magnitud

As mentioned above, the possibility of violations
the SP and the interpretation of the experimental te
still pose problems from the theoretical point of view
However, accurate experimental data, as the one obta
in this work, are important to test the consistency of t
present theory and to constrain new theoretical mod
The accuracy of the data obtained in this work can
further improved by using higher sensitivity detectio
methods. A similar test can also be performed on differe
not necessarily diatomic, molecular systems contain
identical spin-0 nuclei.
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